Abstract. We use fibrations to construct four complete Segal spaces: simplicial spaces, Segal spaces and complete Segal spaces and spaces. Each one comes with a universal fibration that classifies Reedy left fibrations, Segal coCartesian fibrations, coCartesian fibrations and left fibrations.
Introduction 0.1 Motivation. One of the important questions of higher category theory is the construction of the higher category of higher categories and the higher category of spaces. We can always construct them by taking any model structure that models (∞, 1)-categories (such as the Joyal, Bergner or complete Segal space model structure [Be10] ) and use a nerve construction to build a higher category of higher categories. The problem is that such constructions can make the resulting higher category hard to understand. Thus the goal should be to construct a higher category directly.
We want to use fibrations to build such a higher category. The main problem with that approach is the fact that functoriality of fibrations corresponds to taking pullbacks. However taking pullbacks is not actually functorial, but only up to isomorphism. One way to remedy this is to use an ordering on the sets to get an actual functor. This approach is taken in [KL12] to construct a universal Kan fibration. Another approach is to use the fact that such fibrations can also be characterized by certain functors. Those functors then do satisfy the necessary functoriality conditions. This approach is used in [Ci17] to construct a quasi-category of spaces.
In this work we generalize the second approach to construct functors that classify fibrations of bisimplicial spaces. We use that to construct various higher categories.
Main Results.
The main result is to prove the existence of the following diagram of simplicial spaces where each square is a pullback square: For the definition of sSpaces see Definition 3.9 and for the other definitions see Definition 4.5. In the top row the simplicial spaces are not necessarily complete Segal spaces. Rather (sSpaces * ) sS is Reedy fibrant, (Seg * ) sS is a Segal space, and (CSS * ) sS and (Spaces * ) sS are complete Segal spaces (Theorem 5.5).
0.3 Outline. The first section is a quick review of the most important results in [Ra17b] that we need in the next sections. In the second section we carefully set up a way to translate between fibrations and functors. We then use the tools from the second section to define sSpaces, the complete Segal space of simplicial spaces. In the next section then we indicate how the same proofs construct Seg, CSS and Spaces. In the final section we give a construction for the simplicial spaces (sSpaces * ) sS , (Seg * ) sS , (CSS * ) sS and (Spaces * ) sS 0.4 Background. We use the language of complete Segal spaces throughout. For an introduction to complete Segal spaces see [Re01] or [Ra18a] . We also use the theory of fibrations for complete Segal spaces. All of the references for that can be found in [Ra17a] and [Ra17b] . 0.5 Acknowledgements. I also would like to thank William Balderrama for many helpful conversations and in particular for making me aware of [Ci17, Definition 5.2.3]. I also would like to thank Emily Riehl for many helpful conversations and in particular for making me aware of the non-functoriality of pullbacks.
Fibrations of Complete Segal Spaces
In this section we give a brief summary of the main results about fibrations of complete Segal spaces that we need in the next sections. All the results in this section can be found in more details in [Ra17a] and [Ra17b] . Definition 1.1. Let S = F un(∆ op , Set). We call objects in S spaces.
. We call objects in sS simplicial spaces.
. We call objects in ssS bisimplicial spaces.
Example 1.4. We have following three bisimplicial spaces:
Notice the category ssS is generated by the objects
Remark 1.5. There is a functor i * F : sS → ssS that sends a simplicial space X to the bisimplicial space defined as i * F (X) knl = X nl We call this the standard embedding and every time we use a simplicial space inside ssS we are using this embedding. Remark 1.6. There is another map ∆Diag * : ssS → sS that sends a bisimplicial space X to the simplicial space defined as ∆Diag
We can use bisimplicial spaces to define fibrations that model functors.
it is a Reedy fibration and the following is a homotopy pullback square:
where the map 0 * is induced by the map 0 : 
is a Reedy equivalence of simplicial spaces. 
is a Reedy equivalence of simplicial spaces. Given this example the goal is to use those fibrations to define a complete Segal space that models simplicial spaces. Ideally we would like to define a simplicial space that at level (n, l) is equal to the set of Reedy left fibrations over F (n) × ∆[l]. The problems is that pulling back preserves a fibration but is only functorial up to an equivalence. Thus we do not get an actual functor. In the next section we will discuss a way to translate fibrations to functors and that will allow us to define an actual simplicial object.
Fibrations as Functors
In the last section we defined several fibrations and indicated how we can use them to construct simplicial objects. In this section we show how we can change our perspective on fibrations in a way that gives us functorial constructions.
Let us review a specific lemma that we will use throughout to give a relation between fibrations and functors. It can be thought of as a Grothendieck construction as it relates functors and fibrations. The lemma is in no sense new, however, as it is a necessary result in the coming sections we give a careful proof here.
Moreover, let S be a subset of the objects of D. We use the notation
Lemma 2.2. There exists an equivalence of categories:
Proof. First we define the two functors. For a functor G :
Notice this collection of spaces gives us a bisimplicial space. Indeed, let (
we get a map
using the fact that G is a functor. We can combine this into a map
which shows we have a simplicial space. By definition this simplicial space G comes with a map
On the other side, for each bisimplicial space α :
. This definition gives us a functor as for every morphism (δ 1 , δ 2 ) :
which gives us the desired functoriality.
We now move on to show that this map is an equivalence.
at the same time we know that
The relative hom set is just the fiber of ( G) knl of the point (f 1 , f 2 ). Thus we have
For the other side let α : 
Thus these functors are inverses of each other and thus equivalences.
Notation 2.3. We will use customary notation with regard to simplicial spaces. For a functor G :
We have made important steps towards understanding the base of our desired fibrations. Now we also need to understand the fibration above it. We can use a similar argument as above to prove the following corollary.
Corollary 2.4. There exists an equivalence of categories:
How do these functors relate to each other?
Remark 2.5. There is a map
induced by the projection map π r : (∆ /r ) op → ∆ op .
Notation 2.6. To simplify things henceforth we use following notation:
Definition 2.7. Let F un ex (r, p, q, Set) ⊂ F un(r, p, q, Set) be the image of
Lemma 2.9. The map (π r ) * : F un(p, q, S) → F un ex (r, p, q, Set) has an inverse (π r ) * : F un(r, p, q, Set) → F un(p, q, S).
Proof. By definition the map (π r ) * is surjective on F un ex (r, p, q, Set). Thus it suffices to show that f 2 ) . Given the definition of (π r ) * we have
Thus (π r ) * is injective. This means there exists an inverse map (π r ) * : F un ex (r, p, q, S) → F un(p, q, S).
Definition 2.10. Let F un ex (r, p, q, Set * ) be defined by the pullback:
op → Set and an element in the set U G(id r , id p , id q ). In the language of fibrations this translates to a fibration X → ϕ r × F (p) × ∆[q] with a chosen point in X rpq . Thus an element in the set F un ex (r, p, q, Set * ) is a bisimplicial space X → F (p) × ∆[q] with a chosen element in X rpq .
Before we move on we give another way of characterizing F un ex (r, p, q, Set * ).
Lemma 2.12. There is a bijection of sets
Proof. First we define I and F * and then we show they are inverses of each other. Let
By adjunction this gives us a map
Using (π r ) * we get (π r )
Now we have (π r ) * G(id r , id p , id q ) = G(id p , id q ) r . Thus any point in G(id p , id q ) r gives us a functor
On the other hand, letG :
be a functor in F un ex (r, p, q, Set * ). This implies that there exists a G :
Set such that (π r ) * G = UG. Then we define I(G) = (G, x 0 ), where x 0 ∈G(id r , id p , id q ) is the chosen point. Now we can show those maps are inverses. Let
such that (π r ) * G = UG and x 0 ∈G(id r , id p , id q ) is the basepoint. Then U F * (I)(G) = (π r ) * G such that F * (I)(G)(id r , id p , id q ) has basepoint x 0 . Thus F * (I)(G) =G.
On the other hand, let (G, x 0 ) be a tuple where G :
op → Set be a functor and
In this section we reviewed the relation between functors and fibrations. In the next section we use the functoriality of functors to define the complete Segal space of simplicial spaces.
The complete Segal space of simplicial spaces
In this section we construct the complete Segal space of simplicial spaces. In order to be able to construct a simplicial space we first need some lemmas.
Lemma 3.1. There is a bi-cosimplicial category (∆
Proof. We already know how to define (
We have to show this gives us a bi-cosimplicial object. Let (δ 1 , δ 2 ) :
. Then we get a post-composition map:
Similarly we can show
This lemma has following corollaries.
Corollary 3.4. The sets F un(r, p, q,
We now have a simplicial space, but the definition above is too broad. We have to restrict it appropriately.
Definition 3.5. We say a functor G :
is Reedy left (Definition 1.8). We denote the subset of Reedy left functors by ReeL(p, q, S) ⊂ F un(p, q, S). Definition 3.6. We define ReeL(r, p, q, Set * ) by the following pullback.
As of yet we do not know if those restricted sets give us a simplicial space. For that we need following lemma.
functor that is Reedy left. Then for every
] is a Reedy left fibration. By definition we have following pullback square.
But Reedy left fibrations are closed under pullbacks. Thus ( G)
Reedy left fibration, which means that G • (δ 1 , δ 2 ) is Reedy left.
Similarly, we can prove following lemma.
Having these results we can make the following definitions.
Definition 3.9. We define the simplicial space sSpaces and bisimplicial space sSpaces * as sSpaces pq = ReeL(p, q, S) (sSpaces * ) rpq = ReeL(r, p, q, Set * ) The forgetful map r * U : ReeL(r, p, q, Set * ) → ReeL(p, q, S) gives us a map of bisimplicial spaces p ReeLef t : sSpaces * → sSpaces We have following important facts about p ReeLef t . Proof. For each map f : X → sSpaces we get a Reedy left fibration P (f ) = f * p ReeLef t : f * sSpaces * → X. On the other side for each Reedy left fibration f : R → X we can define a map X → sSpaces which sends x ∈ X nl to the functor F(x * f :
) ∈ sSpaces nl . This assignment gives us a bisimplicial map X → sSpaces. In order to prove that we need to show that for each map (δ 1 , δ 2 ) :
Let x ∈ X p2q2 . Then we have
which is exactly the statement we wanted to prove.
Now we only have to show that these two maps are inverses of each other. Let f : R → X be a map of simplicial spaces. We have to show the Reedy left fibration P L(f ) → X is equal to R → X. It suffices to check this for each x : F (n) × ∆[l] → X. Pulling both back we get a diagram
The map x * P L(R) → F (n) × ∆[l] fits into the following diagram.
As both squares are pullback diagrams the rectangle is a pullback diagram. Thus
However, by definition of the map L this is same as x * R.
On the other side let f : X → sSpaces be a map. Then we get a Reedy left fibration f * p ReeLef t : f * sSpaces → X, which in turn gives us a map L(f * p ReeLef t ) : X → sSpaces. We have to show that the map L(f * p ReeLef t ) is the same as the map f . Again it suffices to compare them for a map Remark 3.15. Note we could have gotten the same results by using Reedy right fibrations.
In this section we showed how to construct the complete Segal space of simplicial spaces along with a universal Reedy left fibration. In the next section we will restrict our attention to construct complete Segal spaces for subclasses of simplicial spaces.
The complete Segal space of [(complete) Segal] spaces
In this section we use the constructions above to construct Segal spaces, complete Segal spaces and spaces. It mostly consists of necessary definitions as the proofs all follow directly from the previous section.
is a Segal coCartesian fibration (Definition 1.9). We denote the set of such functors as SegcoCart(p, q, S).
We have following theorems about these objects and maps. Proof. We will only prove the first part as the rest are similar. In order to show that p SegcoCart : Seg * → Seg is a Segal coCartesian fibration we have to show that for each map G : F (n) × ∆[l] → Seg the pullback G * p SegcoCart is Segal coCartesian. However, in the proof of Theorem 3.10 we showed that G * (Seg * ) = G * (sSpaces * ) = G and
is Segal coCartesian by definition.
Definition 4.7. Let X be a simplicial space.
(1) Let (SegcoCart /X ) small be the set of all Segal coCartesian fibrations over X which are fiber-wise small. (2) Let (coCart /X ) small be the set of all coCartesian fibrations over X which are fiber-wise small. (3) Let (Lef t /X ) small be the set of all left fibrations over X which are fiber-wise small.
Theorem 4.8. Let X be a simplicial space. There are bijections of sets
Proof. We simply repeat the argument in Theorem 3.12 to get the desired result. There is another way to characterize the complete Segal spaces we have described here. 
Universal fibration as Simplicial Spaces
Up to here we constructed complete Segal spaces sSpaces, Seg, CSS and Spaces along with bisimplicial spaces sSpaces * , Seg * , CSS * and Spaces * . In this last section we show how to build simplicial spaces out of those bisimplicial spaces. The key is the following definition. We use this in the next definitions. 
